. A plot of 69 paired measurements of kidney volume and glomerular filtration rate in 35 Type I diabetic patients. The broken lines designate the upper limits of the nomaal ranges. Only three measurements with kidney volume at the upper limit of the normal range out of 31 with normal kidney volume (9.7%) had slightly elevated GFR, while 12 of 38 measurements with high kidney volume (31.6%) had normal GFR, even with grossly elevated kidney volume duced kidney volume from IV pyleograms, and Puig et al. [6] , who deduced it from plain X-rays and used creatinine clearance as an estimate of GFR. Conversely, we found as others before [4] [5] [6] , a strong correlation between kidney volume and GFR in the diabetic group as a whole (r= 0.75, p < 0.001). However, no significant correlation was found in those Type 1 diabetic patients with normal GFR (r=0.26; NS), while a strong correlation was maintained in those diabetic patients with supranormal GFR (r= 0.69, p < 0.01). Figure 1 shows paired measurements of kidney volume and GFR taken in 35 diabetic subjects. In some patients, determinations were repeated several times under different metabolic conditions as part of a treatment trial. It appears that Type 1 diabetic patients with normal kidney volume are highly unlikely to develop a high GFR, whereas it seems perfectly possible to have a normal GFR despite an elevated kidney volume. To have a high GFR a large kidney seems to be required (Chi2= 18.56, p<0.0005). Thus kidney volume undoubtedly plays an important role in the genesis of the high GFR in Type I diabetes, but this can only be a permissive, not a primary causative one. In other words, elevated kidney volume is a necessary but not sufficient pre-requisite for the development of high GFR in Type 1 diabetes, and other non-morphological factors must therefore also be important.
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